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Abstract. The geopolitical conflicts/events usually have caused huge fluctuations
on the stock market all over the world. Many scholars have studied the impacts
that wars or changes of geopolitical relations on the stock markets. However, it is
not clear whether the impacts on the developed and developing countries are the
same. Therefore, in this article, we conclude and analyse how the stock markets
react to geopolitical events respectively from developed and developing countries
by reviewing and summarizing several previous 15 studies and looking at the
Dow Jones Industrial Average Index and other stock indices. In the research of
this paper, it is found that the reaction varies from countries to countries. For
the developed countries, the reaction of the markets depends on their extent of
participation in geopolitical events. For instance, the United States react much
more slightly compared with the European Union. For developing countries, the
reaction is closely connected with their regional or national factors, such as the
characteristics of the markets or macro-control of the government, resulting in a
gentle fluctuation. Generally speaking, the article provides a relatively complete
summary for the effects of geopolitical events on the developed and developing
stock markets, and suggests a better explanation of the markets’ behaviours.
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1 Introduction

In the current society, as the world today is closely linked and the pace of economic glob-
alization is getting faster and faster, the Influences of the geopolitical events on economy
are no longer negligible. However, the influences may not be easily manifested. In order
to study the topic clearly, we need visual data and information, and the fluctuations of
the stock market are certainly suitable to quantify the variations of the economy.

As the study goes on, it is found that developed countries/regions and developing
countries/regions have their own respective co-relation with the geopolitical events. The
geopolitics does not affect them in the same way, so we decided to discuss the topic
separately for the wealthy and the developing. In this paper, Sect. 1 is the review of
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Fig. 1. The fluctuations of the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index, representing the stock market
of the United States (From Microsoft).

study in this field for wealthy nations and regions, including the application of Dow
Jones Industrial Average Index [1] during the current Russian-Ukrainian conflict for
the US stock market, the analysis of Bailey and Chung [3], which jointly draw the
conclusion on the co-relations between the US stock market and geopolitics, along with
the analysis of the DAX 30 index and the CAC40 index [4] used to for the stock market
of the European Union and factors affecting the stock market of the United Kingdom.
Section 2 mainly focuses on the developing, collating the data involving the study of
co-movement index between China’s stock market and G20 members byWang [10], the
influence on China’s stock market of certain key events [12] during the US-China trade
war, well as the application of [13] Hurst exponent during global financial crisis when
talking about the stock market of Latin America.

2 Literature Review

The study on the effects of changes of geopolitical relation on the stock market began
shortly after two world wars. The past and empirical research mainly focuses on the
macro-effects that massive geopolitical events brought to the global stock markets and
concerns not much about the stock markets of specific countries and regions. The fol-
lowing introduces the stock markets in 5 specific countries/regions respectively from
developed and developing countries.

2.1 The Effects of Geopolitical Events on the Developed Stock Markets

2.1.1 The United States of America

Guo concluded in his research that the market’s reaction on the geopolitical events or
regional conflicts is not easy to distinguish from the daily fluctuation of the stock market
which makes it hard to predict the trend of the market [1]. This is particularly true in
the U.S. If we take a look at the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index during the current
Russian-Ukrainian conflict, the lowest point is still insignificant compared with those of
the COVID-19 outbreaks and the 2008 financial crisis (Fig. 1).

Nordhaus [2] believed that a prolonged conflict is likely to have more profound
macroeconomic consequences on the US’s budget and private spending while increasing
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Fig. 2. The fluctuations of the DAX 30 index, representing the stock market of Germany (From
Microsoft).

Fig. 3. The fluctuations of theCAC40 index, representing themarket of France (FromMicrosoft).

the price of oil which leads to a fluctuation in the stock market. Bailey and Chung’s anal-
yses [3] showed the similar result in the US’s stock market. They considered that urgent
geopolitical events that last for a long time may lead to inflation and unequal change
in prices of the stock in different industries. The previous conclusion is rather useful in
analysing the stock market of the energy industries since the stocks of the energy indus-
tries react evidently to the international situation. And such phenomenon is widely seen
in both Gulf war and the long-lasting Russian-Ukrainian conflicts. Seljan and Samuel
[4] explained the phenomenon that most industries are net energy consumers, and their
profits should fall in comparison to energy producers as energy costs rise, increasing
their production costs, which causes tremendous uncertainty in the unpredictable geopo-
litical events. Changes of geopolitical relation’s effects on the stock market is indeed
significant in a short period of time (like during the war). However, in the long term, the
chronic trend still follows the Elliott Wave Principle [5], with a periodic rise and fall in
both DJAI and S&P 500 no matter there are regional conflicts or not, which is the com-
mon trend without concerning about the geopolitical events. In conclusion, geopolitical
events are considered to be not evident in the US stock market because these geopolitical
events did not happen in the US.

2.1.2 The European Union

Compared with the US stock market, the stock market in Europe reacts more to urgent
geopolitical events, especially when they are happening in Europe, with an analysis of
the DAX 30 index and the CAC40 index (Figs. 2 and 3).
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Fig. 4. The fluctuations of the FTSERUSSEL 100 index, representing the stock market of Britain
(From Microsoft)

Dobromit and Martin [6] has stated that the stock market of European(mainland) is
rather vulnerable for which it highly depends on the international situation that is caused
by either US or Russia and is always the direct participant of geopolitical conflicts. This
point has been reflected on the drastic changes in eastern Europe during 1990s and the
financial sanctions the USGovernment sent. Christian, Jochum et al. [7] further explored
the behaviours of the market when the disintegration of the Soviet Union, a profound
geopolitical event, occurred. Their study shows that during that time, developments on
the Russian exchange were discovered to have a dominant influence. Frey and Kucher’s
findings are even more surprising [8]. They found that the trend of the stock market,
especially in Europe, can sometimes predict a coming urgent geopolitical event when
looking into the World War II. The vulnerability and the special characteristic which is
obviously showed in the French stock market (CAC 40) indicate that the total trend is
highly connected with the international situation.

2.1.3 The United Kingdom

As theUnited Kingdom has left the EuropeanUnion andUK is not traditionally regarded
as a part of the Europe mainland. It is necessary to explain the situation separately.
O’Sullivan and Sherman [9] reached the conclusion of which the evidence suggests that
economic activity uncertainty and UK economic policy uncertainty have the ability to
explain a cross-section of UK stock returns, whereas UK inflation, EU economic policy
uncertainty, and US economic policy uncertainty factors are not priced in UK stock
market. The conclusion strongly suggests that the UK stock market is quite stable and
independent. However, with the data from the FTSE RUSSELL 100 Index (Fig. 4),

The fluctuation caused by urgent political events (domestic and abroad) is still situ-
ated between that of Europe and that of the United States [10]. World wars, the Brexit
and the COVID-19 outbreaks are the dominant factors that affect the UK stock market
while geopolitical events or regional conflicts don’t seem to have a profound impact. But
still, such events surely caused a significant fluctuation when placed in a short period of
time.
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2.2 The Effects of Geopolitical Events on the Developing Stock Markets

2.2.1 People’s Republic of China

The China’s stock market’s reactions to geopolitical events are quite different from
the regions mentioned above. It is not only because China is at a different stage of
development, but also because the uniqueness of its socialist market economics [11]
concluded in his research that due to the dual structure of China, the direct impacts
on China’s stock market are relatively small. However, if we take a look on the co-
movement between [10] China and other countries stock markets, it can be found that
the interactions between the stock market of China and other countries are quite normal.
In other words, the floats of China’s stock market do follow the trend of the world. Wang
[10] has stated in his article that there is such thing called “market co-movement index”,
with whichwe can used to show the relativity between two stockmarkets. Song andQiao
[10] studied the co-movement structure for the US and China’s stock markets clearly
indicates that the China stockmarket reactsmore slowlywhen a passive event took place,
and it is more majorly affected by the U.S. stock market, in other words, it is still the
US who has the initiative, and is considered to be of a single-track co-relation. Besides
the finance crisis, the US–China trade war is another event we can use to investigate
how geopolitical incidence influence China stock market. Table 1 shows the key events
during the US-China trade war.

At the point of some key events, such as, 23 March 2018 a presidential agenda
sheet signed by Donald Trump officially announced to rise the tariffs on by 50 USD
billion of imports from China, which is believed to be the begin of US-China trade war.
China responded with an anti-sanction in a rapid way and the conflicts lasted until 1
December 2018, until then both President Xi and President Trump gave the trade war a
pause with a negotiation. Also, on 6 May 2018 During the US-China trade war (starting
on the date 6 July 2018), as we discussed, there happened two events with profound
consequences on 6 May 2019 and 23 March 2018 to US–China trade war. On 6 May
2019 during the negotiation when everyone was expecting the trade war to end like this,
a reversal happened. Trump announced on his personal twitter that ‘the 10% (tariffs on
200-billion-dollar Chinese goods) will go up to 25% on Friday. “He also mentioned that
additional goods of a budget estimated about 325 billion dollars sent to us by China
remain untaxed, but will be in the near future, at a rate of 25%’ [12]. Table 1 lists the
key events during the US–China trade war. Wang examined the stock market reactions
by studying cross-sectional to these events. he measured a stock market reaction in the
form of forming cumulative unusual return with event window from the day before
trading day to one day after trading day, by applying [12] CAR (−1,1), which it can be
determined by market-adjusted return model. Also, to quantify the effects of US–China
trade war on stock market, Wang offered the following formula [12]: CARi = ¼ a + þ
Export US + c Controls i + µ + j, where CARi is stock market’s cumulative abnormal
return over the event windows. However, from the table we get to see that due to the
government’s regulation and control to the stock market, China’s stock did not respond
to the key events rapidly, it is more influenced by the floating of the US stock market.
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Table 1. US-China trade war key events

US-China trade war key
events

Event date(China trading day) Event Description

22-Mar-18 23-Mar-18 Trump administration released
301 investigation report and
indicated tariff increase on 50
USD billion Chinese products
related to “Made in China 2025”

3-Apr-18 4-Apr-18 Trump administration released
50 USD billion list of Chinese
products under consideration for
25% tariffs(4.3 list)

15-Jun-18 19-Jun-18 USTR released a revised 50
USD billion list of products

18-Jun-18 19-Jun-18 Trump directed USTR to
identify an additional 200 USD
billion on Chinese product for
additional 10% tariffs

10-Jul-18 11-Jul-18 USTR released a list of 200
USD billion Chinese products

17-Sep-18 18-Sep-18 Trump finalized the list of 200
USD billion Chinese
products(9.17 list)

5-May-19 5-May-19 Trump tweets(later officially
confirmed) that US will increase
the 10% tariff on 200 USD
billion of imports from China to
25% on 10 May 2019

2.2.2 Latin America

When we are discussing Latin America, there is one nation we cannot ignore, the United
States. The flow of foreign direct investment (FDI), without doubt, plays a significant
role in the development of its economic [13] stiff we look at the impact of the most
recent global financial crisis (GFC) on the seven most important Latin American stock
markets, it is not difficult to find that America played an important role. By the time of
GFC, FDI given from the US was sharply cut and this resulted in a direct shrink [14] in
Latin America’s stock market.

However, the direct influences from the GFC are still to be discovered. To investigate
what the financial crises’ impact to stock markets, [13] Zhu and Bai tried to apply Hurst
exponent, which is to apply a new ratio to reflect the variation of the stock market in a
certain period of time.The specific values are shown in Table 2.

If we take a look on Table 2, the following conclusions are quite obvious, before we
get any further, we should all be aware that Hurst exponents [15] direction indicate the
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Table 2. Hurst Exponent for Latin American stock markets

Country Pre Post

Argentina 0.5631 0.5523

Chile 0.5721 0.592

Colombia 0.5958 0.5944

Ecuador 0.5162 0.5438

Mexico 0.5743 0.5504

Peru 0.6343 0.5901

Brazil 0.5596 0.542

bearing capacity of the market and if all of the Hurst exponents has a value greater that
0.5 whether in the pre- and post-global economic crisis periods, then it’ll be suggesting
that [13] the rely on longmemory for a stock market is no longer exist, and this is exactly
the situation for all the stock markets in Latin America. implying that past trends would
no longer be a concern about whether they tend will reverse in the future.

Based on the study above, it is hard not to conclude that, Latin American stock
markets, unlike most of the stock markets, they gain far less damage during the most
recent global financial crisis and because of that, they were able to recover from the
GFC in such a short period of time. In general, the post-GFC period for Latin America’s
stock markets attracted a large number of investors, which means the GFC do help
provide some significant funds for the Latin America’s stocks. With the sufficient funds
obtained from post-GFC period, the stock markets in Latin America are able to evolve
into a more mature and effective one. These findings are sure to be considered very
valuable for investors and market regulators when they are making investments and
regulations.

3 Conclusion

In the rapidly globalizing world economy, the stock markets may be seen as the embod-
iment of a country’s economy and hence reflect the country’s unique factors that affect
its stock market. In this paper, we analyse the geopolitical events’ impacts on devel-
oped and developing countries respectively to study the trend and cause of the markets’
behaviours. In terms of the developed countries/regions, the United States, for example,
its stock market doesn’t fluctuate evidently when facing a geopolitical event because
the United States is not always the direct participant and these events mostly do not
happen in the United States. As for the European Union and Britain, the former reacts
more violently while the latter considered being more stable. When talking about the
developing countries/regions, like China, the market behaviours are again different as
the stock market fluctuates slowly and smoothly under the macro-control of the central
government. For regions like Latin America, due to its independent stock market and
less globalized economy, the stock market reacts little, causing the benefits of a less
globalized market outweigh its drawbacks. The reason for this is the market absorbs
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more investors after the geopolitical events. Studying about the impacts of geopolitical
events/changes of geopolitical relations on the stock markets of developed and develop-
ing countries/regions has an important role to play today, especially for those scholars
and investors who would like to further analyse the stock market or make better invest-
ment choice. It is necessary to explore in the future the common trend of the market of
several countries in the same region during geopolitical events.
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